VISITORS’ GUIDE to the UNDSMHIS Complex
University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences, 501 North Columbia Road, Grand Forks

Key - For a diagram of these areas, please see reverse side of this sheet.

M = Main Building (original building; formerly St. Michael’s Hospital)
J = Edwin C. James Medical Research Facility (northwest addition to main building)
W = Karl Christian Wold, M.D., Bio-Information Learning Resources Center (southwest addition)
B = Biomedical Research Facility (separate building; northwest of Main building)

A = Academic Affairs and Education
  M - rm 1105, ground floor south (777-2515)
  Administration and Finance
  M - rm 1000, ground floor east (777-3078)
  Admissions
  (see Student Affairs and Admissions)
  Alcohol Research Studies
  M-rm 6002, sixth floor (777-3065)
  Anatomy and Cell Biology
  J - rm 1701, ground floor (777-2101)
  Athletic Training Center
  (see shaded box, below)
  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
  J - rm 2702, second floor (777-3937)
  Biomedical Research Facility
  B - separate building; northwest of Main building
  (see Administration and Finance)

B = Center of Excellence in Neuroscience
  M - rm 5929, fifth floor south (777-6269)
  Center of Excellence in Women’s Health
  M - rm 4112, fourth floor south (777-3374)
  Center for Rural Health
  (see Rural Health, Center for)
  Center for Health Promotion and Prevention Research (CHPPR)
  M - rm 5111, fifth floor south (777-4046)
  Clinical Education Center
  (see shaded box, below)
  Clinical Laboratory Science
  (formerly Medical Technology)
  M - rm 3131, third floor south (777-2634)
  Clinical Neuroscience
  M - rm 6002, sixth floor (777-3065)
  Computer Services
  (see Information Resources)
  Continuing Medical Education
  M - rm 1116, ground floor south (777-3201)
  Cytotechnology Program
  M - rm 5909, fifth floor north (777-4466)

C = Dean’s Office
  M - rm 1930, ground floor south (777-2514)
  Dean’s Office
  M - rm 1930, ground floor south (777-2514)
  Faculty Affairs
  M - rm 1105, ground floor south (777-4271)
  Family & Community Medicine
  M - rm 2310, second floor west (777-3200)
  Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Center
  M - rm 5506, fifth floor west (777-3683)

D = Financial Aid
  M - rm 2912, second floor north (777-2849)
  Genetic Counseling
  (see Pediatrics)

E = Health Workforce Information Center (HWIC)
  M-rm 4001, fourth floor east (777-8000)

I = INMED (Indians Into Medicine)
  M - rm 2101, second floor south (777-3057)
  Information Resources (includes Computer Services, Medical Media, Room Scheduling)
  M - rm 1105, ground floor south (777-5046)
  LEND (Laboratory Education from North Dakota) Program
  M - rm 3111, third floor south (777-4050)
  Library of the Health Sciences
  W - rm 1300, ground floor (777-3993)
  Lost and Found Repository
  W - Library of the Health Sciences
  Medical Education, Office of
  M - rm 3922, third floor north (777-3800)
  Medical Genetics
  (see Pediatrics)
  Medical Library
  (see Library of the Health Sciences)
  Medical Media
  (see Information Resources)
  Medical School Practice Support
  M - rm 4104, fourth floor south (777-4160)
  Medical Technology
  (see Clinical Laboratory Science)
  Microbiology and Immunology
  J - rm 4700, fourth floor (777-2214)

J = National Resource Center on Native American Aging
  M - rm 4535, fourth floor west (777-5382)
  North Dakota Academy of Family Physicians (NDAFP)
  M - rm 2202, second floor south (777-3376)
  North Dakota Tobacco Quitline
  W - rm - B300D (777-3191)
  Occupational Therapy
  (see shaded box, below)
  Office of the Associate Dean for Research
  M - rm 5902, fifth floor north (777-6226)
  Pathology
  M - rm 3130, third floor south (777-2561)
  Pathology, Cytotechnology Program
  (see Cytotechnology Program)
  Pediatrics
  M - rm 5910, fifth floor north (777-4277)
  Pharmacology, Physiology and Therapeutics
  J - rm 3700, third floor (777-4293)
  Physical Therapy
  M - rm 1510, ground floor west (777-2831)
  Physician Assistant Program
  M - rm 4129, fourth floor (777-2344)
  Physiology (section of Pharmacology, Physiology and Therapeutics)
  J - rm 3700, third floor (777-3975)
  Practice Support
  (see Medical School Practice Support)
  Public Affairs
  M - rm 1914, ground floor north (777-4305)

K = Pathology
  M - rm 3130, third floor south (777-2561)
  Pathology, Cytotechnology Program
  (see Cytotechnology Program)

L = Pediatrics
  M - rm 5910, fifth floor north (777-4277)
  Pharmacology, Physiology and Therapeutics
  J - rm 3700, third floor (777-4293)

M = Psychiatry
  M - rm 5902, fifth floor south (777-6226)
  Records and Information Management
  M - rm 1909, ground floor north (777-6122)
  Research and Program Development
  M - rm 5902, fifth floor south (777-6226)
  Room Scheduling
  M - rm 1105, ground floor south (777-5046)
  Rural Assistance Center (RAC)
  M - rm 4520, fourth floor (777-6466)
  Rural Health, Center for
  M - rm 4908, fourth floor (777-3848)

S = Sports Medicine
  (see Athletic Training, in shaded box below)
  Student Affairs and Admissions
  M - rm 2912A, second floor north (777-4221)
  Student Financial Aid
  (see Financial Aid)
  Surgery
  M - rm 5102, fifth floor south (777-3067)

R = Room Scheduling
  M - rm 1105, ground floor south (777-5046)
  Rural Assistance Center (RAC)
  M - rm 4520, fourth floor (777-6466)
  Rural Health, Center for
  M - rm 4908, fourth floor (777-3848)

Directory of Room Numbers
B001 - B120 - Main, lower level south
B117 - Student Lounge, Main, lower level south
B300 - Wold, lower level
B320A - Wold, lower level
B360 - Wold, lower level (Wold Class room)
B503 - B510 - Main, lower level west
B710 - B770 - James, lower level
B929 - Photo Studio, Main, lower level south
1000 - 1005 - Main, ground floor east
1101-1128 - Main, ground floor south
1300 - 1356 - Wold, ground floor north
1510 - 1551 - Main, ground floor west
1700 - 1745 - James, ground floor
1900 - 1933 - Main, first floor north
2001 - 2132 - Main, second floor south
2510 - 2550 - Main, second floor west
2701 - 2760 - James, second floor
2902 - 2932 - Main, second floor north
3000 - 3133 - Main, third floor south
3001, 3002 - 3928 - Main, third floor north
3505 - 3541 - Main, third floor west
3700 - 3760 - James, third floor
4101 - 4130 - Main, fourth floor south
4505 - 4541 - Main, fourth floor west
4700 - 4760 - James, fourth floor
4902 - 4928 - Main, fourth floor north
5004 - 5128 - Main, fifth floor south
5509 - 5535 - Main, fifth floor west
5700 - 5760 - James, fifth floor
5904 - 5928 - Main, fifth floor north
600 - 6100 - Main, sixth floor

Other Medical School Offices (located on the UND campus)
Athletic Training
Hyslop Sports Center, 2751 2nd Avenue North & North Columbia Road (777-3886)
Clinical Education Center
University Health Facility, 725 Hamline (777-3800)
Occupational Therapy
Hyslop Sports Center, rm 210, 2751 2nd Avenue North (777-2209)
University Health Facility
(houses Family Medicine Residency and Clinical Education Center)
725 Hamline (780-6800)
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This map represents the first floor (street level) of the UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences complex. Offices are noted for the Main Building, James Facility and Wold Center; for more specific location information, please see reverse side.

Parking lots are north, south and east of UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences complex. Parking permits are required in all zones.

To obtain a visitor’s parking permit, free of charge, visitors should stop by one of the Traffic Division locations on campus:
- Union Station, lower level of Memorial Union - ph: 777-4769 (9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.),
- Auxiliary Services Building, west end of campus (Campus Drive, just south of University Avenue and east of 42nd Street) - ph: 777-3551 (8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.)

Visitors are authorized to park in any A (red), S (blue) or G (brown) zone in UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences parking lots, north and south of complex.

Do not park in handicapped, service vehicle, reserved parking, loading or green zones without authorization.

If a visitor receives a parking ticket for “No Permit,” he/she should complete the Visitors section on the ticket and return to the Traffic Division before an adjustment can be made.

General parking - 4:30 p.m. to 4 a.m. weekdays and all weekend. Anyone may park in the A (red), S (blue) and G (brown) zones in lots adjacent to UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences during those times.